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The progress in manipulating light-matter interactions at the micro- and nano-scale as in the 
case of cold atoms interfaced with nano-photonic structures, and in circuit QED, make it now 
possible to robustly observe strong coupling and nonlinear optical interactions at the quantum 
level. The latter has recently motivated the birth of a new field where strongly correlated 
states of light generated in such optical set ups are proposed for simulating quantum phase 
transitions, topological effects, as well as gauge and relativistic field theories [1,2,3]. The 
accessibility of local observables, and the ability to probe out-of-equilibrium many-body 
phenomena in these systems, combined with efficient optical measurements, offer 
complementary advantages over other quantum simulators approaches based in purely atomic 
or ionic set ups. I will briefly review the main theory results in this area along with our recent 
efforts for simulations of models exhibiting strongly correlated phases and topological 
protected modes in out of equilibrium driven slow light and circuit QED set ups [4,5]. I will 
conclude by presenting a recent experimental simulation of the unphysical Majorana equation 
and charge conjugation dynamics using photons in an integrated photonic chip [6].  
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